Conslicr a single-item inventory system in which the demand is compoundPoisson. There art three possible performance measures which might be used to describe the availability of stock to a customer:
1. a , the temporal availability, is the (long-run) fraction of time that the Inventory is positive; and 2. a , the item availability, is the fraction of total demand which can be filled immediately from stock (or can ever be filled, if back ordering is not allowed).
3. a, , the batch availability, is the fraction of batch orders which can be filJcd completely and immediately from stock (or can ever be filled).
In qucueing terminology, tin first two might also be called the virtual and actual availabilities, respectively. Professor E. A. Silver suggested to the author that there might be a simple relationship between these first two measures, and
[3] independently derived Equation (10) under special assumptions , The purpose of this note is tu develop simple relationships between all three availabilities under quite general assumptions about the nature of the inventory system.
To fix notation, let the Poisson batch demand parameter be \ batches/day, and let v be the random batch order size, with:
(1) Pj -P{v -j} (j -1,2,3) ;
we assume the first two momonts, E{v} and V{v} , are finite. Then total item ordrT dcKiand flows in at an average rate The onJ'-i.;sumption we shall make about the inventory operating policy, including ordering mechanisms, safety stock, filling priority, multiple and/or emergency replenishments, etc., etc. is that the sto^iasiio pvojess, state of the system, is a Mat-kji. %~i \'-neWai ii\:aess } i.e., the nontimc-varying conditional probabilities (3) P{x n+1 = y ; ^ ^ q ; ^ = e ; 6 n = d ; a n . s ; T n = t | x n -x} are sufficient to determine the evolution of the system, or.ee the initial state is known. The generality of this assumption can be appreciated when we emphasize that j X , tne state of the system at the beginning of the nth cycle, may Include not only t the physical inventory level, but various supplementary variables t such as the current distributions of times-of-arrival and sizes of outstanding replenishments.
i Naturally, we require that a stationary distribution of the process exist. A noressnry cundition for this to occur, back orders or not, is:
(U'e drop sub« . i ipls for an arbitrary cycle, and take all expectations using the transition pri'liahili ties (3) and the appropriate stationary probabilities.) For ccnivcnienc».' in the sequel, we assume F.{T} is finite.
.^MiKM^MMaM As before, expectations include those cycles where 6 , e , and/or a are zero.
Using (A), (6) and (8), the item availability is: /im E{6} E{6}
Assuming one of the availabilities is known, the problem then reduces to finding the fraction: (average deficit per cycle/average replenishment quantity).
For batch availability, we use similar arguments to find:
, o We recognize the correctioii term as the fraction (probability a batch is "broken"
per cycle/avct .ige number of batches {i i leplenishment).
We note trivially thai if we have unit order size, 6 ■ 0 always, and (10) and (12) simplify to: there seems to be little difference as to whether temporal, item or batch availability is used to measure system performance. However, in practical situations, the correction terms in (18) and (19) may be significant [3] .
Finally, we note that all of these results apply to performance measures calculated when piit.5ipg below any arbitrary stock level.
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